
the 
WALK 
SIGN 
is ON

We live in a 
world of urgent 

needs and 
opportunities. 

If you want to 
make a 

difference, 
the Serve NYC 
internship can 

help you 
get going. 

START 
WALKING

a program of

MTCinNYC

I N T ERN S N EED ED!

serve nyc 

let us help you

MTC MISSION:

Impacting etermity 
by empowering 
individuals to 

share the Gospel 
globally.

The Ministry Training Center is an arm 
of DestiNations International (DNI), 

a conservative Anabaptist mission 
agency dedicated to church planting 

among unreached people groups. DNI 
operates under the direction of the Biblical 

Mennonite Alliance.



WHAT TO EXPECT

MTCinNYC.com

ALUMNI SAY My favorite thing about living in NYC is the mind-boggling variety of people. I 
loved having the world on my doorstep. •I grew to love the regular team meetings, both as the 
intern team and as the MTC team. I learned what it took to make a team work well together. 
• Being able to live in one place and regularly interact with Chinese, Bangladeshis, 
Tibetans, Nepalis, and Hispanics from various countries is really a unique experience. • The 
staff gave me responsibilities, expecting me to be able to fill them. Their confidence gave me 
confidence! • My time as an intern enlarged in my heart a place for cities and most of all for the 
people in them. LTO was a great experience and I’m grateful to have had the opportunity to grow in 
vision for the world through the classes and outreach. • I was blessed by the personal interest my 
mentors put into my life, building close relationships that remain today. • 
MTC STAFF SAY I love watching interns expand their comfort zones as they make friends of 
people from different people groups and religions. • 

IF you know the world is full of   
opportunities but aren’t sure 

where you fit; if you are interested in 
working with Muslims (or Tibetans or 
anyone!) but have never had a Muslim 
friend; if you want to give your life to 
sharing the Gospel but need training 
and experience before striking out in a 
foreign country — we are looking for 
you! If you are ready to start walking, the 
Serve NYC internship is a good first step. 

The Ministry Training Center invites 
eight young  people each year to come 
gain confidence, experience, preparation, 
and skills in an ethnically diverse 
neighborhood in New York City. Join 
our team as we share the Gospel in our 
neighborhood, train workers for cross-
cultural ministry, and pursue God’s 
vision for the world. Your life will never 
be the same.

an intern shares the G
ospel in a subw

ay station

Summer Term: April - October
Winter Term: September - May
Cost: $800-$1000 a month
For more information:
internship@mtcinnyc.com

Take Long-Term Orientation (LTO) 
for six weeks at beginning of internship
Do personal development assignments
Be mentored
Teach English to Chinese or South 
Asian students
Tutor neighborhood children
Participate in MTC team meetings
Help facilitate weekend groups and LTO
Meet with the other interns and 
directors for weekly team huddles
Discuss Christianity with a new friend
Help with building maintenance or 
domestics
Assist with a kids’ club or VBS
Do outreach as a team
Participate in a multicultural church

find out more at

PROGRAM DETAILS


